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Introduction
"Mano" is the Spanish word for "hand" and one look at the Mano Job website will have you wishing
these finger-fluttering cuties would wrap their knuckles around your rod and give it a tug or two!
Handjob videos require a keen eye for detail and a special kind of camera work to be any good. The
producers of Mano Job are obviously as excited by a good two-fisted grip as you are!

Adult Review
If you get off on seeing girls with a kung-fu grip grabbing a hold of a huge cock and jacking it until it spews a sticky reward
all over their pretty faces, then Mano Job may be the best place for you to get your hands on some fantastic hardcore!
  
  With 150 exclusive scenes shot in high quality videos as large as 640x480 and thousands of exceptional photos in
1500x1000 resolution, Mano Job has enough handjob action to keep your dick busy for months!
  
  Videos are also available in dialup friendly versions and can be watched in short segments for faster download or larger one
click versions where you get the entire scene at once.
  
  These are some very sexy girls with a great understanding of the way your dick works and when they kneel down to stroke
you, it's like having a sexy technician fine-tuning your manhood until it comes harder, farther and with more force than ever
before. They use their hands because they know that have greater ability to fine tune the pressure, speed and moisture when
they grab you with their hands than they do with their mouths, pussies and asses.
  
  As an extra sexy twist on the action, every update also includes a slow-motion clip of the moneyshot! So don't worry, you'll
definitely get to see every sperm in flight as it launches from stuntcock to starlet during it's glorious journey!
  
  Mano Job is all about getting you done the right way, and about the fantastic mess you may make when a girl with a quality
kung-fu grip on your cock works a quality cumshot out of your rod and all over her smiling face!

Porn Summary
These girls have spent more time stroking cock than you can imagine. Along the way they have learned tricks and techniques
that allow them to provide a true Mano Job... one that you will never be able to forget. It's part massage and part sex scene...
but it's all about your pleasure!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'These chicks have hands that feel even better than their holes!'
Quality: 86  Updates: 90 Exclusive: 90 Interface: 89
Support: 86 Unique: 84    Taste: 88        Final: 88

Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.

Porn Niches
Amateur, Exclusive, Fetish, Handjobs, Natural

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
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